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In this paper, we study the notion of completeness under random
reductions and explore how that depends on the type and success
probability of the reduction. We obtain absolute separations between
completeness notions under various random reductions and between
random reductions and deterministic reductions. These separations
are obtained in appropriately high complexity classes where these
questions do not have contradictory relativizations. Our results
show that the notion of completeness under random reductions is
sensitive to very small changes in success probability, since we can
separate completeness under reductions with very small differ-
ences in success probability. We also obtain optimal separations
between completeness under various deterministic reductions and
random reductions. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Random reductions were first used by Adleman and
Manders [AM77] to demonstrate the hardness of several
number theoretic languages which are not known to be NP-
complete under deterministic reductions. Subsequently,
random reductions have proved to be very useful in obtain-
ing several breakthrough results in complexity theory. For
example, the random reduction from SAT to USAT by
Valiant and Vazirani [VV86] was used to show the
unexpected power of counting classes [Tod91, T091,
Tar91] which in turn led to the breakthrough result
PHIP [LKFN90].
Until recently, there was a gap in our understanding of the
properties of random reductions especially with regard to the
notion of completeness under random reductions. Tradi-
tionally, the success probability that the random reductions
had to achieve was not considered very important because in
many situations it could easily be amplified. However, in
recent work it has been shown that if the polynomial
hierarchy (PH) is infinite then the correctness probability of
random reductions is crucial as far as the notion of
completeness under such reductions is concerned [CKR91,
Roh92]. In [CKR91, Roh92], it was shown that for many
complexity classes C, the behavior of sets complete under
random reductions is determined by a probability threshold
TC . There exist sets which are complete for C under random
reductions with correctness probability below TC and yet
are far simpler than the  pm-complete sets of C, whereas all
sets complete under reductions with correctness probability
slightly above TC (typically TC +1poly(n)) inherit many
of the hardness properties of  pm-complete sets. For many
classes the value of this threshold is non-trivial, e.g., the
threshold probability for two-sided error random reduc-
tions in PSAT&[k] is 1&1(k+1) [Roh92]. This establishes
that if the PH is infinite then the notion of completeness
under probability 1&1(k+1) random reductions must dif-
fer from that under probability 1&1(k+1)+1poly(n)
random reductions. This highlights the sensitivity of the
notion of completeness under random reductions to small
changes in the success probability, assuming that the PH is
infinite.
In this paper we show that such behavior is present in
other complexity classes without any structural assumptions.
In doing so, we systematically explore the notion of
completeness under random reductions with different
probabilities. We compare completeness under various ran-
dom reductions to each other and to completeness under
deterministic reductions. We obtain optimal separations
between completeness notions under different random
reductions and completeness under deterministic reduc-
tions. Our results also show that even a vanishingly small
difference of 1poly(n) in the success probability of the
reduction yields a different class of complete sets.
Separating various deterministic polynomial time reduc-
tions and notions of completeness under such reductions
has been an active area of research. The study of polynomial
time reducibilities originated with the seminal work of
Ladner et al. [LLS75] who defined several truth table
reductions and showed that all these reductions along with
the  pm and 
p
T reductions are distinct in E. They left open
the question of whether the complete degrees for these
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reductions were distinct in E. This was partly resolved by
Ko and Moore [KM81], and finally Watanabe [Wat87]
developed a powerful proof methodology to show that in E
most notions of completeness were indeed different. Subse-
quently, similar results were obtained by Buhrman et al.
[BHT90] for nondeterministic classes such as NE. An inter-
esting question left open by Watanabe’s work was whether
in E the notion of  pm-completeness was different from the
notion of  p1&tt -completeness. In a surprising development
these were shown to be the same for E by Homer et al. and
a similar result for NE was obtained by Buhrman (cf.
[Hom90]).
These absolute separation results are only known for
highly intractable complexity classes such as E and beyond.
Obtaining such results in easier classes such as PSPACE is
at least as hard as separating P from PSPACE and, due to
contradictory relativizations of the P=PSPACE question,
such separations cannot be obtained in PSPACE using
relativizing techniques. For separating completeness under
different random reductions the situation is much worse:
there exists a relativized world where RP=E [Wil85] and
another relativized world where BPP=E 22 [Hel86]!
Therefore, in order to obtain strong separation results using
relativizing techniques we have to go to higher classes.
First we show that in E there are sets complete under very
high probability random reductions but which are not com-
plete under any deterministic reductions. The construction
is a straightforward diagonalization which ensures that the
resulting set does not a have a ‘‘nonimmunity’’ like the
property possessed by all  pT -complete sets for E [Wat87].
Next, we examine whether there are sets complete under
deterministic reductions but not under certain random
reductions. As noted earlier, relativizing techniques cannot
yield such results in classes like E or E 22. However, we do
obtain very sharp separation results in slightly higher
classes like E72 or E (superexponential time). The crucial
difference between the classes E 72 and E 22 is that in E72 we
can approximate the number of accepting paths of a non-
deterministic superpolynomial time machine to a high
degree of accuracy based on Stockmeyer’s result on
approximate counting [Sto83].
Since our techniques for one sided error (rpm ) reductions
differ from those for two sided error (bppm ) reductions, we
treat these reductions separately. For rpm reductions we
prove that for every k>1 there is a set in E72 which is
 pk&tt -complete (actually 
p
k&disj complete and hence
rpm -complete with probability 1k) but not 
rp
m -complete
with probability 1k+1poly(n). We generalize this to show
that for any p there exists a set in E 72 which is rpm complete
with probability p but not rpm complete with probability
p+1poly(n). This establishes that the notion of complete-
ness is very sensitive to small changes (even a vanishingly
small change of 1poly(n)) in success probability of the ran-
dom reduction. Our approach to rpm reductions is an
extension of the methodology proposed by Watanabe
[Wat87]. We first establish a ‘‘probabilistic non-immunity’’
like property for sets which are rpm -complete for E
72 with
probability p+1poly(n) and then diagonalize against this.
We use a new technique to obtain optimal separations for
two sided error random reductions since the usual nonim-
munity based technique does not seem to yield optimal
separations. For every k>1 there exists a set in E72 which
is  pk&tt -complete (actually 
p
k&disj as well as 
p
k&conj
complete) but not bppm -complete with probability
1
2+12k+1poly(n). If a 
p
k&tt complete set is both 
p
k&disj
and  pk&conj complete then it is actually complete under
probability 12+12k
bpp
m -reductions and hence this is an
optimal separation. This technique can be extended to show
that for any p, there exists a set in E72 which is complete
under probability p bppm reductions but not probability
p+1poly(n) reductions.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we provide
the necessary definitions and background. In Section 3 we
outline the construction of sets which are complete under
high probability random reductions but not complete under
deterministic reductions. Section 4 describes the separation
results for rpm -reductions and in Section 5 we present
results for bppm -reductions.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We assume familiarity with the usual complexity classes
and the basic deterministic polynomial time reductions. For
the definitions and basic facts about deterministic polyno-
mial time reductions see [LLS75]. Extending the defini-
tions in [AM77] and [VV86] we define random reduc-
tions.
Definition. Given $0, we say that A rpm B with
probability $, if there exists a polynomial time function f
such that
x # A O Probz[ f (x, z) # B]$
x  A O Probz[ f (x, z)  B]=1
where z is chosen uniformly at random from [0, 1]q( |x| ), for
some polynomial q.
Definition. We say that A co&rpm B with probability $,
if A  rpm B with probability $.
Definition. Given $ 12, we say that A
bpp
m B with
probability $, if there exists a polynomial time function f
such that
Probz[x # A  f (x, z) # B]$
In where z is chosen uniformly at random from [0, 1]q( |x| ),
for some polynomial q and $>12.
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Definition. We say that a language L is rpm -complete
(bppm -complete) with probability $ for a class C if L # C
and every language in C rpm -reduces(
bpp
m -reduces) to L
with probability $.
Notation. For any set A, An denotes the subset of
strings in A of length at most n. Similarly A>n and A=n
denote the subsets of strings in A of length greater than n
and equal to n respectively. We will use a fixed pairing func-
tion ( } , } ) throughout this paper.
We will use E to denote the class c>0 DTIME(2cn). In
this paper we will also deal with the classes E22 and E72
which are members of the weak exponential hierarchy
[Hem87]. The class E22 consists of languages that are
accepted by exponential time (2cn) oracle machines which
can query a 2 p2 complete set. Similarly the class E
72 consists
of languages that are accepted by exponential time oracle
machines which can query a 7 p2 complete set.
We assume a standard enumeration of deterministic poly-
nomial time oracle Turing transducers, M1 , M2 , ..., and
randomized polynomial time transducers, R1 , R2 , ... in
which each machine appears infinitely often. Also the runn-
ing times of Mi and Ri are bounded by ni.
Often in the exposition, we will be referring to quantities
like 1poly(n) when dealing with probabilities. By this we
mean 1p(n) for any polynomial p(n).
3. SEPARATION RESULTS IN EXPONENTIAL TIME
In this section we construct sets in E which are complete
under very high probability (1&12cn) rpm and 
bpp
m reduc-
tions which are not complete under deterministic reduc-
tions.
We use the following result of Watanabe [Wat87] which
establishes a property of sets which are complete under
deterministic reductions.
Lemma 3.1 [Wat87]. Let A be any  pT-complete set for
E. Then there exists a polynomial time oracle machine M such
that for all but finitely many n, the set, Q, of strings queried
by MAn(0n) contains a string in A of length greater than n
i.e. Q & A>n{<.
Since we will be using generalizations of this lemma later
on in some of our proofs, we shall provide its proof here.
Proof [Wat87]. Given a set A which is  pT-complete
for E, define a language LA based on A as the language
accepted by the following exponential time machine. On
input (i, 0n):
v Compute the set An. This can be done in E.
v Let Mi be the i th polynomial time oracle machine in
the standard enumeration of such machines. Simulate
MAni ((i, 0
n) ) for 2n steps.
v If the computation is not complete in 2n steps or if the
final configuration is accepting then reject the input.
Otherwise (the final configuration is rejecting), accept the
input.
From the definition, it follows that LA constructed as
above is in E and since A is  pT-complete, it follows that
LA pTA via some polynomial time oracle machine Mk . For
sufficiently large n the running time of Mk on (k, 0n) will
always be less than 2n. For any such n, let us compare
the behavior of MAnk ((k, 0
n) ) and M Ak ((k, 0
n) ). If
(k, 0n) ) # LA then by definition of LA we must have that
M Ank ((k, 0
n) ) must reject whereas M Ak ((k, 0
n) ) should
accept in order to carry out a correct reduction. Similarly,
if (k, 0n)  LA then we must have that M A
n
k ((k, 0
n) )
accepts whereas M Ak ((k, 0
n) ) rejects. Thus, in either case,
for large n, the output of M Ank ((k, 0
n) ) is different from the
output of M Ak ((k, 0
n) ) which can only happen if for all
inputs of the type (k, 0n) (n large), the machine Mk queries
at least one string in A>n. Thus, an oracle machine M which
on input on simulates the oracle machine Mk on input
(k, 0n) satisfies the requirements of Lemma 3.1. K
We use this characterization to construct, via
diagonalization, a set A which is rpm -complete under high
probability reductions, but not  pT-complete.
Theorem 3.1. For any constant c>0, there exists a set
A, which is rpm -complete for E with probability 1&12
cn but
not  pT-complete.
Proof. Let U be a standard  pm-complete set for E. The
elements of A will be of the form u*x where u # U, x # 7*
with |x|=l |u| for some positive integer constant l which
depends on c (to be fixed later in the proof). We maintain
the following property:
P: For each u # U at least 1&12cn fraction of the strings
of the form u*x, with |x|=l |u|, will be in A.
This immediately gives an obvious probability
1&12cn rpm -reduction from U to A. The construction
maintains P while ensuring that the resulting set is not
 pT-complete for E.
Construction of A. The set A is built in stages. We ensure
that for every oracle machine Mi , for infinitely many n, none
of the strings, of length greater than n, queried by MAn(0n)
is in A. By Lemma 3.1, A will not be  pT-complete for E.
This is a straightforward diagonalization argument where
we balance this negative requirement with the positive
requirement P.
Let n1=0 and A0=<. Each machine appears infinitely
often in the enumeration of oracle machines and after a cer-
tain stage, every time a machine M appears it gets
diagonalized against.
Stage i. Let n=ni , which should be of the form (l+1) k
for some natural number k. Run M Ai&1i (0
n) for 2n4 steps. If
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it does not halt let ni+1=ni+l+1 and put into A all strings
of the form u*x of length n+1 where u # U and |x|=l |u|
and go to stage i+1. If the simulation succeeds within 2n4
steps let Q be the set of strings queried by by M Ai&1i (0
n). Let
Q1 be the subset of Q>n consisting of strings of the form
x*y, where | y|=l |x|. Let m be the size of the largest string
of Q.
Ai=Ai&1 _ [u*x : |x|=l |u|, u # U, n<|u*x|m]&Q1
Set ni+1 to be the least integer m which is of the form
(l+1) k for some integer k and go to stage i+1.
It is easy to see that the above construction up to any
length n can be carried out exponential time and hence the
set A as constructed above is in E. Also for each oracle
machine M, there are infinitely many n such that M An
queries no string in A of length greater than n and therefore
by Lemma 3.1, A is not  pT-complete. We now show that
the property P is maintained and therefore A is also rpm -
complete for E with probability 1&12cn. Consider a
u # U =n. From the above construction it is clear that only
one machine Mi can rule out strings of the form u*x from
A. This occurs at a stage when the input to Mi is 0k with
k<|u*x|=(l+1) n+1. Therfore k(l+1) n. From the
construction, Mi (0k) runs for at most 2(l+1) n4 steps and
hence |Q1 ||Q|2(l+1) n4 in that stage. Hence at most
2(l+1) n4 strings of the form u*x can be in A . The frac-
tion of strings of the form u*x which are in A is at least
2ln&2((l+1) n)4
2ln
=1&
1
23l&14n
1&
1
2cn
by choosing l such that 3l&14c. Thus, the construction
maintains the property P. K
Corollary 3.1. For any c>0, there exists a set which is
complete for E under probability 1&12cn[ rpm , 
bpp
m ]
reductions but which is not [ pm , 
p
k&tt , 
p
tt , 
p
T]-complete.
Note that the set constructed above is rpm -complete for
E with inverse exponential error probability. Since an
 pm-complete set is 
rp
m -complete with probability 1, in this
special case we have a separation between completeness
notions for reductions with probabilities that are very close.
4. SEPARATION RESULTS FOR ONE SIDED
RANDOM REDUCTIONS
In this section we construct sets which are complete under
deterministic reductions but not complete under one sided
error random reductions. Since the question RP=? E is
unresolved we cannot hope to find such a separation in E
because if RP=E then all non-trivial sets in E are rpm -com-
plete with high probability. Since these techniques are also
applicable to certain bppm -reductions we have to go to the
class E 72 to avoid the relativized BPP=E 22 result [Hel86].
In section 4.1, we construct a set which is  pk&disj -com-
plete (and hence rpm -complete with probability 1k) but
which is not rpm -complete with probability 1k+1poly(n).
When constructing sets which are  pk&tt -complete but not
rpm -complete we have to contend with 
p
k&disj -complete
sets which are rpm -complete with probability 1k. Thus
p=1k+1poly(n) the smallest probability1 at which we
can find a set which is not rpm -complete under probability
p reductions. This directly shows that the classes of com-
plete sets for rpm -reductions with probabilities 1k and
1k+1poly(n) differ. In section 4.2 we extend this to show
that for any p, the classes of complete sets under probability
p rpm -reductions and probability p+1poly(n) reductions
differ.
4.1. Deterministic but Not rpm -Complete Sets
Motivated by the approach used by Watanabe [Wat87],
we first establish a property of sets rpm -complete for E
72
with probability p and then diagonalize to produce sets
which are not rpm -complete with probability p.
Lemma 4.1. Let A be rpm -complete for E
72 with prob-
ability p. Then there exists a randomized polynomial time
transducer R such that for all but finitely many n, R(0n) out-
puts an element of A>n with probability at least p.
Proof. Extending the approach of [Wat87] we define a
language LA based on following E72 machine. On input
(i, 0n):
v Construct the set An. Since there are at most |7|n+1
elements to be tried this can be done in E72. Let b9 be the
exponential sized characteristic vector for An.
v Query the 7 p2 oracle if Ri on input (i, 0
n) outputs an
xi with b9 (xi)=1 on some path in at most 2n steps. The input
to the oracle is ((i, 0n) , b9 ) whose size is at least 2n, and an
NP machine can simulate Ri ((i, 0n) ) for at most 2n steps
(which is polynomial in the size of the input ((i, 0n) , b9 ) )
and detect if such an xi exists. If no such xi exists then accept
else reject.
Clearly LA is in E72. Since A is rpm -complete for E
72 with
probability p, there exists a probabilistic transducer, Rj ,
witnessing the reduction from LA to A. For sufficiently large
n, the running time of Rj (( j, 0n) ) is less than 2n. For such
n, ( j, 0n) must be in LA , or else Rj (( j, 0n) ) would only
output elements of A and by definition of LA , we would get
( j, 0n) # LA .
Thus, for all but finitely many n, Rj (( j, 0n) ) outputs an
element of A with probability at least p. It cannot output
any element in An, otherwise, by construction, ( j, 0n)
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would not be in LA . The required machine R, on input 0n,
simulates Rj (( j, 0n) ). K
We now construct a set which is  p2&tt complete but not
rpm -complete with probability p
1
2+1poly(n). The
 p2&tt condition is actually a disjunction and hence the set
is rpm -complete with probability
1
2.
Theorem 4.1. There exists a set B which is
 p2&tt -complete for E
72 but which is not complete under
rpm -reductions with probability p
1
2+1q(n) for any poly-
nomial q(n).
Proof. The set B is constructed in stages. In the con-
struction we ensure that for every probabilistic transducer R
there are infinitely many n, such that R(0n) does not output
elements of B>n with probability p and thus by Lemma 4.1
B cannot be rpm -complete with probability p.
The set B consists of strings of the form u*0 or u*1
where u # U, a complete set for E72. For each u # U at least
one of the strings u*0 or u*1 will be in B. This ensures that
B is  p2&tt hard for E
72. Let n0=1 and B0=<.
Stage i. Let n=ni . By assumption the running time of
Ri (0n) is at most ni. If this is larger than n log n then set
ni+1=2ni and add to B all strings of the form u*0, u # U, of
length between ni+1 and ni+1 and go to stage i+1.
Use the 7 p2 oracle, using sufficient padding, to find m, the
size of the largest string that Ri (0n) outputs. To meet the
diagonalization requirements we must ensure that the prob-
ability that Ri (0n) outputs any of the strings that we add to
B is less than p. On the other hand, for each u # U we must
add one of u*0 or u*1 to B. If among u*0 and u*1, the
string that Ri (0n) outputs with lower probability is added to
B, then the probability that Ri (0n) outputs a string in B>n
is at most 12 . However we cannot naively simulate all paths
of Ri to determine which string is output with lower prob-
ability since that may require 2n
log n time. Instead we adopt
the approach of approximating these probabilities using the
following result due to Stockmeyer.
Lemma 4.2 [Sto83]. Let M be an NP machine. Then in
23 we can, on any input x, estimate * ACC(M, x), the num-
ber of accepting paths of M on x to within a multiplicative
factor of 1\$ where $ is inverse polynomial in the length of
the input.
Consider strings of the form u*0 or u*1, with u # U, of
length l, where ni<lm. To decide which of u*0 or u*1
to put into B we first approximate the probability that
Ri (0n) outputs these strings. Since Ri (0n) runs for at most
nlog n steps on any path and we have the resources to
produce an exponential sized padding we can use Lemma
4.2 to approximate these probabilities to within a multi-
plicative factor of (1\$), where $ can be chosen to be as
low as 12n.
Let p~ u(0) and p~ u(1) be the computed estimates of the
probability that Ri (0n) outputs u*0 and u*1 respectively
and let pu(0) and pu(1) be the actual probabilities. We put
in B the string which has the lower estimated probability.
The use of estimates may cause a string with larger actual
probability to be put into B but we now show that this does
not introduce a large error.
For each u # U if we had put the string with lower actual
probability then
Prob[Ri (0n) outputs a string in B>n]
:
u
min[ pu(0), pu(1)] 12
where the summation is over all u such that |u*[0, 1]|>n.
When estimates are used, the probability that Ri (0n) out-
puts a string in B>n is u min[ p~ u(0), p~ U(1)]. Notice that
for all u,
min[ p~ u(0), p~ u(1)]min[ pu(0), pu(1)](1+$)(1&$),
where $ is at most 12n. Thus, the probability that Ri (0n)
outputs a string in B>n is at most 12+12
n&1. For lengths
m+1 to ni+1=2ni, put u*0 into A, where u # U. K
B # E72 since the above construction can be carried out
up to any length in E72. By construction, we ensured that B
is  p2&tt -hard for E
72. Hence B is  p2&tt complete for E
72.
Each polynomial time transducer R appears infinitely often
in the enumeration of transducers, and for any polynomial
q(n), whenever R appears in the enumeration at a stage in
which 12n&1<1q(n) (which will always happen after a
certain stage, when n gets large enough), it will not be able
to output strings in B>n with probability 12+1q(n); and
therefore by Lemma 4.1, B is not rpm -complete with prob-
ability p 12+1q(n) for any polynomial q(n). K
Corollary 4.1. For any k, there exists a set Ck which is
 pk&tt -complete for E
72 but not rpm -complete with prob-
ability for 1k+1q(n), for any polynomial q(n). Also,
for any polynomial p(n) there exists sets which are
p(n)&[ ptt , 
p
T] complete but which are not 
rp
m complete
with probability greater than 1p(n)+1q(n) for any polyno-
mial q(n).
The big step in the above construction was the ability to
estimate probabilities in E72 . In exponential time we can-
not simulate all paths of an arbitrary Ri to compute
actual probabilities. However in classes such as
E =DTIME(2nlog n), and beyond, the probabilities can be
computed exactly. The following can be shown along the
same lines.
Theorem 4.2. For any k, there exists a set Ck which is
 pk&tt -complete for E but not 
rp
m -complete with probability
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for 1k+1q(n), for any polynomial q(n). Also, for any poly-
nomial p(n) there exists sets which are p(n)&[ ptt , 
p
T]
complete but which are not rpm complete with probability
greater than 1p(n)+1q(n) for any polynomial q(n).
4.2. Separations of Different Probability rpm -Reductions
Let us now consider the problem of separating the class
of complete sets under different rpm -reductions in the class
E72. We note again that if RP=E then every non-trivial set
is complete with probability 1&1exp. For classes such as
E 72 which are higher than E we show that there is a very fine
distinction in the completeness notions for rpm reductions
with different probabilities.
In Corollary 4.1 we obtained sets which were  pk&tt
complete but not rpm -complete with probability
1k+1poly(n). In our construction the truth table condi-
tion was a disjunction and hence the set was also rpm -com-
plete with probability 1k. Therefore, we have separated the
notions of rpm -completeness for probabilities 1k and
1k+1poly(n) for integral k. We will use similar ideas to
prove the following theorem which separates reductions
with probabilities p and p+1poly(n) for any arbitrary
value of p.
Theorem 4.3. For any p, there exists a set A in E72
which is rpm -recomplete with probability p but not
rpm -complete with probability p+1q(n) for any polynomial
q(n).
Proof. The construction uses ideas from the proofs of
Theorems 3.1 and 4.1. The constructed set A will consist of
strings of the form u*x where u # U, the standard complete
set for E 72, with |x|=|u|. For each u in U we will ensure that
at least a p fraction of the strings of the form u*x will be in
A. Hence the set A will be rpm -complete with probability p.
In order to ensure that it is not rpm -complete with prob-
ability p+1poly(n) (i.e., not rpm -complete with probabil-
ity p+1q(n) for any polynomial q(n)) we ensure that for
each randomized polynomial time transducer, R, for
infinitely many n, the probability that R(0n) outputs an ele-
ment of A>n is less than p+1poly(n). By Lemma 4.1 the set
A cannot be rpm -complete with probability p+1poly(n)
The set A is constructed in stages: Let n0=1 and A0=<.
Stage i tries to diagonalize against the ith probabilistic
transducer Ri .
Stage ii. Let n=ni and consider Ri (0n). By assumption
Ri (0n) does not run for more than ni steps. If this is larger
than nlog n then we set ni+1=2ni and add to B all strings of
the form u*x, u # U and |x=|=|u|, of length between
ni+1 and ni+1 and go to the next stage.
Query the 7 p2 oracle using sufficient padding, to find m,
the size of the largest string output by Ri (0n) on any path.
To diagonalize against this machine we must make sure that
the strings we put in A of length between n+1 and m are
such that the probability that the machine outputs any of
these strings is less than p+1poly(n). A simple way to
ensure this is as follows: For every u # U, of appropriate size,
consider all strings of the form u*x where |x|=|u|. Sort
them on the basis of the probability with which Ri (0n) out-
puts them. Add to A the p fraction of these strings with the
lowest probability. This will ensure that Ri (0n) outputs a
string in A with probability2 no more than p and we will
have successfully diagonalized against Ri . However, since
we cannot compute these probabilities exactly we will settle
for approximations of these with error 12n and perform the
above step based on the estimated probabilities.
For lengths m to ni+1=2ni we put into A all strings of the
form u*x with |u|=|x|. K
All that we need to show to complete the proof is to show
that the error in using estimated probabilities does not affect
the diagonalization. This is easily seen as follows: For any
u # U, let qu be the probability that Ri (0n) outputs a string
of the form u*x where x is any string of length |u|. Clearly
7u # Uqu1. If we use exact probabilities and put into A the
lowest p fraction then the probability that Ri (0n) outputs a
string of the form u*x which are in A would at most be pqu .
Thus, the probability that Ri (0n) outputs a string in A>n
would at most 7u # U pqup. When we use estimated
probabilities then the estimate of qu is at most qu(1+=)
where = is at most 12n by Lemma 4.2. If we take the lowest
p fraction based on estimates then the estimated probability
that Ri (0n) outputs one of these strings is at most pqu(1+=).
The actual probability of this can at most be pqu1+=1&=.
Thus, the probability that Ri (0n) outputs a strings that is in
A>n is at most p1+=1&= which is p(1+22n&1) which
will eventually be much lower than p+1q(n), for any poly-
nomial q(n) and hence the diagonalization will always be
successful for sufficiently large values of n. K
We note that similar results hold for deterministic classes
like E .
5. SEPARATIONS FOR bppm -REDUCTIONS
In this section we consider reductions with two sided
error. We construct sets which are complete under deter-
ministic reductions but not under bppm -reductions. We also
obtain separation results for completeness under bppm -
reductions with different probabilities. To obtain optimal
separation results for bppm -reductions we employ a techni-
que that is different from that of Watanabe [Wat87]: We
construct highly structured sets which meet certain
diagonalization requirements and then explicitly find sets
which do not bppm -reduce to the constructed sets beyond a
certain probability.
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We illustrate our results on bppm -reductions by construct-
ing a set A which is bppm -complete for E
72 with probability
2
3 but not with probability
2
3+1poly(n) (i.e.,
2
3+1q(n)
for any polynomial q(n). In fact, the set we construct is com-
plete under  p3&disj -reductions and 
p
3&conj-reductions and
hence we have an example of a set which is  p3&tt -complete
but not bppm -complete with probability
2
3+1poly(n). This
separation is also optimal in the sense that a  p3&tt -com-
plete set may be both  p3&conj -complete and 
p
3&disj -com-
plete and hence bppm -complete with probability
2
3. Since the
set is  p3&disj -complete it is also 
rp
m -complete with prob-
ability 13 and similarly it is also 
co-rp
m -complete with prob-
ability 13. This is also an optimal separation between 
rp
m -
completeness and bppm -completeness since a set which is
rpm -complete with probability
1
3 could also be 
co-rp
m -com-
plete with probability 13 and hence 
bpp
m -complete with
probability 23. The proof generalizes to yield similar optimal
separations between bppm -completeness and 
p
k&tt -com-
pleteness and between bppm -reductions with different
probabilities.
The following analogy illustrates the intuition behind the
construction of A : Suppose we put in A ‘‘few’’ strings of the
form 0x[1, 2, 3] and ‘‘most’’ strings of the form 1x[1, 2, 3]
while maintaining  p3&conj -completeness and 
p
3&disj -com-
pleteness. If we can then construct LA such that any high
probability reduction from LA to A must either produce
‘‘lots’’ of strings in A of the form 0x[1, 2, 3] or produce
‘‘lots’’ of strings in A of the form 1x[1, 2, 3] then the proper-
ties of A would ensure that LA cannot reduce to A via high
probability reductions. In the actual construction the terms
‘‘few’’, ‘‘most’’ etc. would refer to probabilities and not num-
bers.
Theorem 5.1. There exists a set A which is complete for
E 72 under  p3&disj and 
p
3&conjreductions (and hence
bppm -complete with probability
2
3) but not 
bpp
m -complete
with probability 23+1q(n) for any polynomial q(n).
Proof. Let U be the standard complete set for E 72 . The
set A will be a subset of (0+1) 7*(1+2+3) and have the
following form:
1. The strings 1u1, 1u2, 1u3 will be in A for all u # U.
2. Exactly two of the strings 1u 1, 1u 2, 1u 3 will be in A
for each u # U .
3. Exactly one of the strings 0u1, 0u2, 0u3 will be in A
for each to u # U.
4. None of the strings 0u 1, 0u 2, 0u 3 will be in A for
u # U .
It is easy to check that conditions 1 and 2 ensure that A
is hard for E 72 under  p3&conj -reductions and under prob-
ability 13
co-rp
m -reductions. Also conditions 3 and 4 ensure
that A is hard for E 72 under  p3&disj reductions and under
probability 13
rp
m -reductions. The following lemma shows
that A is also hard for E 72 under probability 23
bpp
m -reduc-
tions.
Lemma 5.1. U bppm A with probability
2
3 .
Proof of Lemma. Consider the following random reduc-
tion from U to A :
v On input x, choose i uniformly from [0, 1] and j
uniformly from [1, 2, 3] and output ixj.
If x # U then the only cases when ixj  A are when i=0
and 0xj is one of the two such strings not in A (see condition
3). Thus the error probability is 13 . Similarly if x is not in U
then an error occurs only when i=1 and ixj is one of the 2
such strings not in A (condition 2). Thus, the reduction is a
probability 23
bpp
m -reduction. K
A is constructed by diagonalizing against all probabilistic
polynomial time transducers Ri to ensure that for each Ri ,
for infinitely many n, the following two conditions are
satisfied:
(a) For each u # U, the probability that Ri (0n) outputs
a string of the form 0uj # A is at most 13+$ of the probability
that it outputs any string of the form 0uj, where j # [1, 2, 3].
Here $ is a very small inverse exponential error parameter.
(b) For each u # U , the probability that Ri (0n) outputs
a string of the form 1u jinA is at least 23&$ of the probability
that it outputs any string of the form 1u j.
A is constructed in stages. Let n0=1 and A0=<. Stage
i tries to diagonalize against Ri .
Stage i. Let n=ni . By assumption, the running time of
Ri (0n) is at most ni. If this exceeds n log n then set ni+1=2ni,
extend A by adding all strings of the form 0u1, 1u1, 1u2,
1u3, 1u 1 and 1u 2 of lengths between ni+1 and ni+1 , where
u # U and u # U and go to the next stage.
Otherwise, use the 7 p2 oracle to find m, the length of the
largest string output by Ri (0n) on some path. Add to A
strings of the form 1u1, 1u2 and 1u3 where u # U and
n+1|1uj |m. To meet diagonalization requirement (a),
for each u # U such that n+1|1uj |m, estimate the
probabilities that Ri (0n) outputs 0uj, where j # [1, 2, 3].
Among the three strings 0u1, 0u2 and 0u3 put into A, the
string with the lowest estimated probability. To meet
requirement (b), for each u # U such that n+1|1u j |m,
estimate the probabilities that Ri (0n) outputs 1u j, and put
into A the two strings with the largest and second largest
estimated probability.
It is clear that if exact probabilities were used in this step
then both the conditions would be satisfied with $=0. As
we have done before we can argue that the use of estimates
only adds a small (inverse exponential) error parameter $.
Thus, both conditions are satisfied and we say that Ri has
been diagonalized at length n. For lengths between m+1
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and ni+1=2ni add to A all strings of the form 0u1, 1u1, 1u2,
1u3, 1u 1 and 1u 2 where u # U and u # U . K
By construction A is in E72 . We now explicitly construct
a set LA in E72 which does not reduce to A by a probability
2
3+1poly(n) reduction.
Lemma 5.2. There exists a set LA in E 72 which is not
reducible to A by a probability 23+1q(n)
bpp
m -reduction for
any polynomial q(n).
Proof. The language LA is defined as follows: On input
(i, 0n):
v Construct An. Since there are at most |7|n+1
elements to be tried, this can be done in E 72 . If on some
path Ri (0n) runs for more than nlog n steps then we reject.
v Define the following probabilities:
p =def Prob[Ri ((i, 0n) ) outputs a string in An].
q =def Prob[Ri ((i, 0n) ) outputs a string in
A n or a string not in (0+1) 7*(1+2+3)].
r =def Prob[Ri ((i, 0n) ) outprints a string in
07*(1+2+3) of length greater than n].
s =def Prob[Ri ((i, 0n) ) outputs a string in
17*(1+2+3) of length greather than n].
Note that p+q+r+s=1. Estimate the probabilities p and
s with high accuracy (within a multiplicative factor of 1+=
where = is inverse exponential). If the estimated probabilities
p~ and s~ sum to less than 12 then accept else reject. K
The intuition why LA cannot reduce to A with ‘‘high’’
probability is as follows: If (i, 0n) is in LA then a reduction
from LA to A must output strings in A with high probability.
Since s is ‘‘small’’ in this case that means a ‘‘large’’ probabil-
ity must be concentrated on strings of the form 0xj in A. But
condition (a) in the construction of A ensures that this can-
not happen. A similar conflict occurs under the assumption
that (i, 0n) is not in LA due to condition (b) and the defini-
tion of LA .
We now carefully formalize this argument to show
that there is no probability 23+1poly(n)
bpp
m -reduction
from LA to A. Assume Ri0 carries out a probability
2
3+1q(n)
bpp
m -reduction from LA to A for some polyno-
mial q(n). Let Rj be the machine which, on input 0n,
simulates Ri0((i0 , 0
n) ). By the construction of A, Rj is
diagonalized at infinitely many lengths. Consider a large n
such that Rj (0n) runs for at most nlog n steps and such that
Rj is diagonalized at this length in the construction of A.
Suppose (i0 , 0n) belongs to LA . Then since Ri0 reduces
LA to A, Rj outputs a string in A with probability less than
1
3&1q(n). By definition of LA we know that p~ +s~ <
1
2 and
hence q+r 12&=, where = is an inverse exponential estima-
tion error parameter. The probability q+r can be appor-
tioned into the following disjoint parts:
1. Probability q on strings in A n and strings not in the
set (0+1) 7*(1+2+3).
2. Probability r1 on strings of the form 0u j.
3. Probability r21 on strings of the form 0uj, j # [1, 2, 3],
which are in A.
4. Probability r22 on strings of the form 0uj, j # [1, 2, 3],
which are not in A.
Note that only the strings which account for r21 are in A.
Thus, we have that q+r1+r22< 13&1q(n), since this a
bound on the probability that Rj outputs a string in A .
Therefore,
r21
1
2
&=&\13&
1
q(n)+=
1
6
&=+
1
q(n)
.
But by construction of A, since Rj is diagonalized at this
length we have (from condition (a) of the construction of A)
that r21 13+$)(r21+r22) , where $ is the inverse exponen-
tial parameter in the construction. Since r22 is less than
1
3&1q(n) we can derive that
r21<
1
6
+2$&
1
q(n)
.
Since = and $ are inverse exponential quantities which are
negligible compared to 1q(n), this upper bound on r21 con-
tradicts the earlier lower bound. Thus, we cannot have
(i0 , 0n) # LA .
So (i0 , 0n)  LA . Then by definition, Rj outputs a string
in A with probability less than 13&1q(n). By construction of
LA we know that p~ +s~  12 and hence p+s
1
2&=, where =
is an inverse exponential quantity. The probability p+s is
as before apportioned into four disjoint parts as follows:
1. Probability p on strings in An.
2. Probability s1 on strings of the form 1uj, j # [1, 2, 3].
3. Probability s21 on strings of the form lu j, j # [1, 2, 3],
which are in A.
4. Probability s22 on strings of the form 1u j, j # [1, 2, 3],
which are not in A.
Only strings which contribute to s22 are in A . Thus,
p+s1+s21< 13&1q(n) and hence
s22
1
2
&=&\13&
1
q(n)+=
1
6
&=+
1
q(n)
.
But by the construction of A since we diagonalize the
machine Rj at this stage we have s21( 23&$)(s21+S22),
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where $ is the inverse exponential error parameter in the
construction. Since s21 is less than 13&1q(n) we have
s22< 16+2$&1q(n) which contradicts the above lower
bound for s22 . Thus, we cannot have (i0 , 0n)  LA .
Since in either case ((i0 , 0n) # LA and (i0 , 0n)  LA), we
obtained a contradiction, it must be the case LA does not
bppm -reduce to A with probability
2
3+1q(n), for any poly-
nomial q(n). K
The same technique generalizes to yield the following:
Theorem 5.2. For any k there is a set which is  pk&disj
complete and  pk&conj complete for E
72 (and hence
bppm -complete with probability
1
2+12k) but not
bppm -complete with probability
1
2+12k+1q(n) for any
polynomial q(n).
The next theorem shows that we can also separate the
notions of completeness under probability p and probability
p+1poly(n) bppm -reductions, for any arbitrary constant p.
Theorem 5.3. For any p, there is a set A which is
rpm -complete for E
72 with probability 2p&1 and also
co-rpm -complete with probability 2p&1 (and hence
bppm -complete with probability p) but which is not
bppm -complete with probability p+1q(n) for any polyno-
mial q(n).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1 we first construct
a set with certain properties and later explicitly find a set
LA which does not reduce to A under a probability
p+1poly(n) bppm -reduction. Let U be the standard com-
plete set for E 72 . The set A we construct has the following
form:
1. All strings in A are from the set (0+1) y*x with
| y|=|x|.
2. For each u # U all strings 1u*x with |U|=|x| will be
in A.
3. For each u # U , the fraction of the strings of the form
1u *x with |U|=|x| which are in A is at most 2(1& p).
4. For each u # U, the fraction of the strings of the form
0u*x with |u|=|x| which are in A is at least (2p&1).
5. None of the strings 0u *x with |u|=|x| will be in A
for u # U .
It is easy to check that conditions 2 and 3 ensure that A is
hard for E 72 under probability 2p&1 co-rpm -reductions.
Also conditions 4 and 5 ensure that A is hard for E72 under
probability 2p&1 rpm -reductions. As in the proof of
Lemma 5.1 we can show that this implies that the set is
bppm -complete for E
72 with probability p.
We now describe how the set A is constructed. A is
obtained by diagonalizing against all random polynomial
time transducers Ri to ensure that, for each Ri , for infinitely
many n the set A satisfies the following two conditions:
1. The probability that Ri (0n) outputs a string in A of
the form 0u*x, with |u|=|x|, is at most 2p&1+$ of the
probability that it outputs some string of the form 0u*x
with |u|=|x|. Here $ is an inverse exponential error
parameter.
2. The probability that Ri (0n) outputs a string of the
form 1u *x, with |u|=|x|, in A is at least 2(1& p)&$ of the
probability that it outputs some string of the form 1u *x
with |u|=|x|.
The set A is constructed in stages: Let n0=1 and A0=<.
Stage i tries to diagonalize against the i th probabilistic
transducer Ri .
Stage i. Let n=ni and consider Ri (0n). By assumption
the running time of Ri (0n) is at most ni. If this is larger than
nlog n then we set ni+1=2ni. Of all strings with length
between n+1 and ni+1 we add to A all strings of the form
1u*x, some 2p&1 fraction of the strings 0u*x and some
2(1& p) fraction of the strings 1u *x where u # U and u # U
and |u|=|x|.
Otherwise find m, the length of the largest string output
by Ri (0n) on some path. Put all strings of the form 1u*x
with |u|=|x| and of lengths between n+1 and m into A. To
diagonalize against Ri , for each u # U such that the size of
0u*x is between n+1 and m, and |u|=|x|, we estimate the
probabilities that Ri (0n) outputs 0u*x for each x. For each
such u, we put into A the 2p&1 fraction of the strings u*x
with the lowest estimated probability. If we had used exact
probabilities then condition 1 above would be satisfied.
However, even though we use estimates, we can still show as
in the earlier proofs that this only adds a small error
parameter of $ and condition 1 is hence satisfied. For all
u # U we consider strings of the form 1u *x, |u|= |x|, of
length between n+1 and m. We estimate the probabilities
that Ri (0n) outputs 1u*x for all strings x. For each u # U
we put into A the 2(1& p) fraction of these strings with the
highest estimated probability. As before we can argue that
we satisfy condition 2.
If both conditions are satisfied then we say that Ri has
been diagonalized at length n. For strings of length between
m+1 and ni+1=2ni we add to A all strings of the form
1u*x, some 2p&1 fraction of the strings 0u*x and some
2(1& p) fraction of the strings 1u*x where u # U and u # U
and |u|=|x|. K
Having constructed an A with the above properties we
now have to show the set is not bppm -complete for E
72
with probability p+1poly(n). We explicitly construct a
language LA in E72 which cannot be reduced to A under a
probability p+1poly(n) bppm -reduction.
Lemma 5.3. There exists a set LA in E72 which is not
reducible to A by a probability p+1q(n) bppm -reduction,
where q(n) is any polynomial.
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Proof. The language LA is defined as follows: On input
(i, 0n)
v Construct the set An. Note that since there are at
most |7|n+1 elements to be tried this can be done in E72. If
on some path Ri runs for more than nlog n steps then we
reject.
v Define the following probabilities:
a=the probability that Ri ((i, 0n) ) outputs a string
in An.
b=the probability that Ri ((i, 0n) ) outputs a string
in A n
c=the probability that Ri ((i, 0n) ) outputs a string
of the form 0y*x with |0y*x|>n and | y|=|x|.
d=the probability that Ri ((i, 0n) ) outputs a string
of the form 1y*x with |1y*x|>n and | y|=|x|.
w=the probability that Ri ((i, 0n) ) outputs any
other string.
Notice that a+b+c+d+w=1. Estimate the probabil-
ities a and d with high accuracy (within a multiplicative fac-
tor of 1+= where = is inverse exponential): If the estimated
probabilities a~ and d sum to less than 12 then accept else
reject.
We will now argue that LA does not reduce to A with a
probability p+1poly(n) bppm -reduction. Assume Ri0
carries out a probability p+1q(n) bppm -reduction from LA
to A for some polynomial q(n). Define a new machine Rj
which on input 0n simulates Ri0((i0 , 0
n) ). By the construc-
tion of A the transducer Rj is diagonalized at infinitely many
lengths. Consider a large n such that the running time of
Ri0((i0 , 0
n) ) is less than nlog n and such that Rj is
diagonalized at this length in the construction of A.
Can (i0 , 0n) be in LA? Suppose it is in LA . Then since Ri0
reduces LA to A the machine Rj outputs a string in A with
probability less than 1& p&1q(n). By definition of LA we
know that a~ +d < 12 and hence we have b+c+w>
1
2&=,
where = is the inverse exponential error parameter in defini-
tion of LA . The probability b+c+w can be apportioned
into the following disjoint parts:
1. Probability b on strings in A n.
2. Probability c1 on strings of the form 0u *x with
|u|=|x|.
3. Probability c21 on strings of the form 0u*x with
|u|=|x|, which are in A.
4. Probability c22 on strings of the form 0u*x with
|u|=|x|, which are not in A.
5. Probability w on strings which are not of the form
(0+1) y*x with | y|=|x| and hence not in A.
Note that only strings which contribute to c21 are in A. Thus
we have that b+c1+c22+w<1& p&1q(n) since Rj out-
puts a string in A with at most this probability. Therefore
c21
1
2
&=&\1& p 1q(n)+=p&
1
2
&=+
1
q(n)
.
But by the construction of A since we diagonalize the
machine Rj at this length we have (from condition 1 of the
construction of A) that c21(2p&1+$)(c21+c22), where
$ was the inverse exponential error parameter from the con-
struction. Since c22 is less than 1& p&1q(n) we can derive
that
c21<p&
1
2
+
$
2
,
for large values of n, where 1q(n)r$2. This contradicts the
above lower bound for c21 . Thus we cannot have
(i0 , 0n) # LA .
So (i0 , n0)  LA . Then since Ri0 reduces LA to A the
machine Rj outputs a string in A with probability less than
1& p&1q(n). By definition of LA we know that a~ +d  12
and hence we have a+d 12&=. The probability a+d is as
before apportioned into four disjoint parts as follows:
1. Probability a on strings in An.
2. Probability d1 on sttings of the form 1u*x, with
|u|= |x|.
3. Probability d21 on strings of the form 1u*x, with
|u|= |x|, which are in A.
4. Probability d22 on strings of the form 1u *x, with
|u|= |x|, which are not in A.
Note that only strings which contribute to d22 are in A .
Thus we have that a+d1+d21<1& p&1q(n) and hence
d22
1
2
&=&\1& p& 1q(n)+= p&
1
2
&=+
1
q(n)
.
But by the construction of A since we diagonalize the
machine Rj at this stage (condition 2) we have that
d21(2(1& p)&$)(d21+d22). Since d21 is less than
1& p&1q(n) we have
d22<p&
1
2
+
$
2
for large values of n. This contradicts with the above lower
bound for d22 . Thus we cannot have (i0 , 0n) # LA . Hence in
either case we get a contradiction. Hence the assumption
that there is a reduction from LA to A with probability
p+1q(n) must be false. K
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As before we note that a similar theorem will hold for the
class E .
6. DISCUSSION
We have shown that the class of complete sets under ran-
dom reductions is very sensitive to very small changes in the
success probability of reductions. We can extend the
arguments to show that even smaller differences (12=n) are
enough to yield a different class of complete sets.
Most of the separation results obtained in the previous
sections rely crucially on the fact that the class in question
is closed under complement. However by directly extending
the techniques of Homer [Hom90] one can show that some
of the results of Section 5.2 hold for nondeterministic
exponential time classes as well. Since there are relativized
worlds where BPP=NEXP we cannot obtain separation
results for two sided random reductions in NEXP without
first separating the tbase classes. However, even though we
know RP{NEXP we are unable to obtain separations of
completeness under one-sided earor random reductions in
NEXP and we leave this as an open question.
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